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Distributed infrastructure for TinyML apps
Decoupling intelligence

HOTG is building the distributed infrastructure to pave the way 
for AI enabled edge applications

Develop at warp speed Device orchestrationAutomate deployments



















Submissions accepted until August 20th, 2021
Winners announced on September 1, 2021 ($6k value)

Sponsorships available: sponsorships@tinyML.org
https://www.hackster.io/contests/tinyml-vision

collaboration with

Focus on: 
(i) developing new use cases/apps for tinyML vision; and (ii) promoting tinyML tech & companies in the developer community

Open now



Next tinyML Talks

Date Presenter Topic / Title

Tuesday,
July 20

Danilo Pietro Pau, 
Technical director, IEEE and ST Fellow, 
System Research and Applications, 
STMicroelectronics

Better productivity leveraging AI community 

driven interoperability

Webcast start time is 8 am Pacific time

Please contact talks@tinyml.org if you are interested in presenting

mailto:talks@tinyml.org


Reminders

youtube.com/tinyml

Slides & Videos will be posted tomorrow

tinyml.org/forums

Please use the Q&A window for your questions



Theocharis 
Theocharides

Theocharis (Theo) Theocharides is an Associate Professor in the 

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering and the 
Research Director at the KIOS Research and Innovation Center of 
Excellence at the University of Cyprus. Theocharis received his 
Ph.D. in Computer Engineering from Penn State University, 
working in the areas of low-power computer architectures and 
reliable system design with emphasis on computer vision and 
computational intelligence applications. Theocharis was honored 
with the Robert M. Owens Memorial Scholarship in May 2005. He 
has been with the Electrical and Computer Engineering 
department at the University of Cyprus since 2006, where he 
directs the Embedded and Application-Specific Systems-on-Chip 
Laboratory and with the KIOS CoE since its inception in 2008. 
Theocharis is a Senior Member of the IEEE, a member of the ACM, 
and an Associate Editor for IEEE Consumer Electronics magazine, 
ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, and the ETRI 
journal.



Peter Debacker Peter Debacker received the M.Sc. (Hons.) degree in electrical 

engineering from the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, 
Belgium, in 2004. He worked with Philips as a system engineer and 
at Essensium as a System Architect before joining IMEC, Leuven, in 
2011. He is currently Program Manager in the Semiconductor 
Technology and Systems division. He leads a team that researches 
semiconductor technology, architecture and algorithms to create 
efficient AI hardware ranging from DNN accelerators, to in-
memory compute and neuromorphic hardware. Besides AI specific 
hardware, he works on power-performance-area (PPA) 
optimization of scaled CMOS technologies (for 3nm and beyond), 
emerging memories and beyond CMOS technologies. His current 
research interests include AI, machine learning and neuromorphic 
computing, computer architectures, design methodologies, 
design-technology co-optimization, reliability, variability and low 
power design.
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tinyML Global and EMEA Community

Almost 2000 tinyML meetup members in the EMEA region, in a year 
- representing 15 countries 

- and including  507 in Africa



tinyML EMEA 2021 Org. Committee 

• From the industry and academia 

• Representing 13 Countries 



tinyML Foundation support and organization

Ira Feldman

Managing Director

ira@tinyML.org

Bette Cooper

Event Organizer

bette@tinyML.org

Rosina Haberl

Social Media

rosina@tinyML.org

Olga Goremichina

Meetups and Talks

olga@tinyML.org



Successful tinyML EMEA 2021

• Videos are available on www.youtube.com/tinyML

• 4 days of tinyML excitement 
– 2 tutorials

– 5 keynotes

– 15 tinyTalks

– 7 lightning talks 

– 3 panel discussions & networking

– 16 papers in the Student Forum

– 4 partner sessions

– 16 sponsoring companies

• 58 speakers, 1687 registered attendees! 250 videos with 121k views 
as of July 10, 2021

http://www.youtube.com/tinyML


Thank you to all tinyML EMEA 2021 Speakers and Panelists



Opening Day Tutorials

– “How to Implement 
distributed deep Edge AI”
• Context Awareness Function Pack

• STMicroelectronics

– Bio-Inspired Neuromorphic 
Circuits and Architectures
• Prof. Giacomo Indiveri (UZH and 

ETHZ)



Tutorial: Context Awareness Function Pack (FP)

This live tutorial featured experts from ST Microelectronics and covered the joint use of STM32 and In-
sensor computing with machine learning core. In detail, they introduced ST products for edge AI for both
STM32 and sensors, described the ML/AI ecosystem in terms of tools to be used for the FP, and illustrated
the context awareness function pack that ST developed.

Lisa TROLLO, Artificial Intelligence Strategy, STMicroelectronics
Federico IACCARINO, Product Marketing, STMicroelectronics
Carlo PARATA, System Engineer, STMicroelectronics



Tutorial: Bio-inspired neuromorphic circuits architectures

Giacomo INDIVERI, Professor, ETH Zurich

The tutorial presented strategies derived from neuroscience for carrying out robust and low latency

computation using electronic neural computing elements that share the same (analog, slow, and noisy)

properties of their biological counterparts. Prof. Indiveri presented examples of NI circuits, and demonstrated

applications of NI processing systems to extreme-edge use cases, that require low power, local processing

of the sensed data, and that cannot afford to connect to the cloud for running AI algorithms.



Keynote: A novel approach to building exceptionally 
tiny, predictive and explainable models for non-data 

scientists 
Blair NEWMAN, CTO, Neuton.ai
The keynote demonstrated how already, today, non-ML users can build – with just a few clicks and no-code

– compact models which are up to 1000 times smaller than those built with Tensor Flow and similar

frameworks (and without reduction of accuracy). The keynote presentation demonstrated why models built

with those frameworks are not optimal in size and accuracy and share how to overcome those obstacles

and build quality compact models with an excellent generalization capability. Further, Blair explained and

showed examples of how Neuton’s working tiny models can be embedded into microcontrollers and

compared the results with those built with TensorFlow Lite. The talk also demonstrated how users can

evaluate model quality at every stage and identify the logic behind the model analysis, therefore clarifying

why certain predictions have been made.



Keynote: The model efficiency pipeline, enabling 
deep learning inference at the edge

Bert MOONS, Research Scientist, Qualcomm
Today, most deep learning and AI applications are developed on and for high-performance computing systems in the

cloud. In order to make them suitable for real-time deployment on low-power edge devices and wearable platforms,

they have to be specifically optimized. This talk is an overview of a model-efficiency pipeline that achieves this goal:

automatically optimizing deep learning applications through Hardware-Aware Neural Architecture Search,

compressing and pruning redundant layers and subsequently converting them to low-bitwidth integer representations

with state-of-the-art data-free and training-based quantization tools.

Finally, the talk took a sneak peek at what’s next in efficient deep learning at the edge: mixed-precision hardware-

aware neural architecture search and conditional processing.



Keynote: tinyML Beyond Audio and Vision

Wolfgang FURTNER , Distinguished Engineer System Architecture, Infineon Technologies

This talk introduces you to a few sensors beyond microphones and cameras and to what embedded

ML applications are interesting for these sensors. In particular radar sensors and environmental

sensors are addressed. It illustrates the specific challenges of this sensors and how advances in AIML

can be also leveraged for their application. The presentation discusses the processing needs for this

sensors and gives implementation examples on small microcontrollers.



Keynote: Bottom-up and top-down neural processing 
systems design: unveiling the road toward 

neuromorphic intelligence
Charlotte FRENKEL, Postdoctoral Researcher, Institute of Neuroinformatics, 
University of Zurich
This talk showed how to best exploit a bottom-up (neuroscience-driven) approach and a top-down (application-

driven) one toward embedded cognition and neuromorphic intelligence. The first part focused on the bottom-up 

approach, from the building-block level to the silicon integration, designing two digital time-multiplexed spiking 

neural network processing devices: ODIN and MorphIC. The second part followed a top-down approach, starting 

from the applicative problem of adaptive edge computing, the talk presented a learning algorithm optimized for 

low-cost on-chip learning: the Direct Random Target Projection (DRTP) algorithm. The talk compared them and 

discussed their tradeoffs for different potential use cases in edge computing.



Keynote: Shaping the digital future of Europe

Colette MALONEY, Head of Unit "Microelectronics and Photonics Industry”, European
Commission - DG Communications Networks, Content and Technology
The European Commission has put forward a number of new strategic initiatives in digital technologies

with the ambition to shape our digital future and foster European competitiveness. The talk provided an

overview of the new European initiatives in digital technologies from the bigger policy context to specific

funding opportunities.

Testing and Experimentation Facilities (TEF) on

Edge AI - Action in DEP Work program 2021-22

TEF Objectives: European platform bringing together top

EU competences to enable companies of any size to test

and experiment innovative edge AI components based on

advanced low-power computing technologies (e.g.

Neuromorphic computing)
• Offer end-users: fast-track prototyping, pilot production, industry

transfer – support to SMEs via DIHs

• Funding covers mostly CapEx for platform infrastructure

TEF can be accessed by user companies supported through

KDT JU (OpEx) for Edge AI chip development



Tiny Talks
TinyMLPerf: Development of a Benchmark Suite for TinyML Systems

Csaba KIRALY, Internet of Things Engineer, Digital Catapult UK

tinyML design for environmental sensing applications

Jianyu ZHAO, Algorithm and Modeling Engineer, Infineon Technologies AG

Building Heterogeneous TinyML Pipelines

Christopher KNOROWSKI, CTO, SensiML Corp

Image-based target identification on a tiny Risc-V multi-core application 
processor

Manuele RUSCI, Embedded Machine Learning Engineer, Greenwaves

Lessons learned from building a TinyML-powered artificial nose

Benjamin CABE , Principal Program Manager, Microsoft



Tiny Talks

A Battery-Free Long-Range Wireless Smart Camera 
for Face Detection: An accurate benchmark of 
novel Edge AI platforms and milliwatt 
microcontrollers

Michele MAGNO, Head of the Project-based learning 
Center, ETH Zurich, D-ITET

Modelling and Simulation of Edge AI inference for 
instantaneous Offline Prediction of Cholera in Rural 
Communal Water Taps

Marvin OGORE, Student, The University of Rwanda 

ECG Analyzer

Manivannan S, Senior Software Developer, Zf Wabco

ZigZag: An Architecture-Mapping Design Space 
Exploration (DSE) Framework for Deep Learning 
Accelerator

Linyan MEI, PhD Student, KU Leuven

Energy-efficient TCN-Extensions for a TNN 
accelerator

Tim FISCHER, PhD Student, ETH Zürich

TinyML journey: from face detection demo to 
real-life commercial deployment

Elad BARAM, VP Products, Emza Visual Sense



Lightning Talks
Predicting Faults in a Water Pump and its 

Pipeline using TinyML

Mayank MATHUR, Senior Solutions Architect, NA

A deeply embedded radar based hand gesture 

recognition application

Stephan SCHOENFELDT, Lead Principle System 

Architect, Infineon Technologies

Remote Birding with TensorFlow Lite and 

Raspberry Pi

Rob LAUER, Developer Relations Lead, Blues 

Wireless

Innovative Minimization of Parameter Memory 

Space in Small-Silicon, Low-Power Devices

Moshe HAIUT, CTO Staff, DSP Group

Perfect coffee roasting with TinyML sound 

sensing

Jon NORDBY, CTO, Soundsensing

A low power and High Performance Artificial 

Intelligence Inference Approach for Embedded 

Data Processing

Mandar HARSHE, Senior Developer, Klepsydra

Technologies GmbH

Location specific TinyML model calibration

Sam LEROUX, PhD Student, Ghent University



Partner Sessions
Efficient video perception through AI
• Faith PORIKLI, Senior Director, Qualcomm

Video data is abundant and being generated at ever increasing rates. Analyzing video with AI can
provide valuable insights and capabilities for many applications ranging from autonomous driving
and smart cameras to smartphones, extended reality, and IoT. However, as video resolution and
frame rates increase while AI video perception models become more complex, running these
workloads in real time is becoming more challenging. This presentation explored the latest
research that is enabling efficient video perception while maintaining neural network model
accuracy.

Avoiding Loss of Quality while in Pursuit of a Tiny Model
• Blair NEWMAN, CTO, Neuton.ai

We can see that today the entire tinyML community is focused on solving the model shrinking
issue. We are confident that the issue of assessing the quality of the model and its explainability is
already relevant for the entire tinyML community, and we will share how we approach this
challenge. In this talk, Neuton.AI showed how incredibly compact models can be created without
losing focus on precision.



Partner Sessions

EON Tuner: An AutoML pipeline for real-world embedded devices

Jan JONGBOOM, CTO, Edge Impulse

Panel Discussion: tinyML for Good (ARM)

Moderator: Fran BAKER , Global Social Innovation Lead, Arm

Panelists: Tomas EDSÖ, Senior Principal Design Engineer, Arm, Gian Marco IODICE, Team and Tech Lead

in the Machine Learning Group, Arm, Jan JONGBOOM, CTO, Edge Impulse, Samson Otieno OOKO,

Postgraduate Student, University of Rwanda, Ciira MAINA, Senior Lecturer, Dedan Kimathi University of

Technology

During this panel discussion entitled tinyML for Good, several Arm experts will be outlining

how they are using tinyML applications that are focused on the environment and

sustainability. They will talk about what has worked and more importantly, what has not

worked for them. Prepare to listen and participate in a lively chat about tinyML for Good.



Student Research Forum
The “Top” Ten tinyML Commandments (a career advice in TinyML)

Vijay JANAPA REDDI, Associate Professor, Harvard University

• A small change can make much bigger changes happen; one small incident 

can have a big impact on the future.

16 student posters focused on tinyML research from EMEA Universities



Shaping the Policies and Landscape

tinyML EMEA community building: matchmaking and networking session

The Horizon Europe Program and other national and EMEA regional programs are what drives research and innovation
opportunities beyond the industrial initiatives. Specifically, the EMEA institutions have been actively involved in research
and innovation activities funded by national and international programs. To participate in such programs, collaboration
between various stakeholders is imperative! Realizing this, the tinyML EMEA Forum Organizing Committee is organizing this
break-out session where such research and innovation programs and opportunities relevant to the EMEA tinyML
community will be presented and discussed amongst attendees, providing an ideal networking opportunity for EMEA-based
academia, industry, and all other interested entities and stakeholders, to identify, discuss and explore the possibility of joint
undertaking activities in forming consortia and collaborating towards taking advantage of the funding opportunities.

The European tinyML Landscape – Opportunities and EU Programs

Marco CECCARELLI, Program Officer at Directorate General for Communications Networks, Content and Technology, 
European Commission

Cecile HUET, Deputy Head of the Robotics and Artificial Intelligence Innovation and Excellence Unit, 
European Commission



tinyML Success Stories

tinyML research under the EU ERC program

Marian VERHELST, Associate Professor, KU Leuven

STMicroelectronics’ AI Sensing Platform for early earthquake detection

Danilo PAU, Technical Director, IEEE and ST Fellow, STMicroelectronics Italia

Spike-based neuromorphic computing for the extreme edge

Federico CORRADI, Senior Neuromorphic Researcher, IMEC



Meetup Groups
National Initiatives and Activities – tinyML EMEA 
Meetup Groups

Evgeni GOUSEV, Senior Director, Qualcomm Research, USA

A few of our 33 Meetup Groups from 23 countries 
– Israel

– Italy

– Kenya

– Morocco

– Nigeria

– Sweden

Join Growing tinyML Communities:

tinyML - Enabling ultra-low Power ML at the Edge
https://www.meetup.com/tinyML-Enabling-ultra-low-Power-ML-at-the-Edge/

https://www.meetup.com/tinyML-Enabling-ultra-low-Power-ML-at-the-Edge/


Panel: Growing the tinyML Community in 
the EMEA Region

Moderated by Tijmen BLANKEVOORT , Senior Staff Engineer Deep Learning, Qualcomm

In the EMEA region, we have a strong presence in both research and industry for digital, analog

and mixed signal hardware and sensors and software for IoT, automotive among many other

areas. While there are many good initiatives for collaboration, sometimes publicly funded, often

also at local levels, it is often a challenge to align across geography and across academia and

industry. In this panel we have gathered five experts in tinyML from academia and industry to

discuss the unique strengths in EMEA to enable machine learning at the edge. In addition, we will

ask them: what are we missing? What are the key challenges to tackle? How can we improve

collaboration on the topic in the region?

Gian Marco IODICE
Team and Tech Lead

Machine Learning Group,

Arm

Loic LIETAR
CEO, Greenwaves

Hajar MOUSANNIF
Associate Professor

Cadi Ayyad University,

Morocco

Abbas RAHIMI
Research Staff Member,

IBM Research-Zürich

Patricia SCANLON
Founder and

Executive Chair

SoapBox Labs



Growing the EMEA Community –
Panel’s Conclusions

- Diffuse appetite and provide support for TinyML in higher education and research
- Evangelize TinyML to companies that don’t know yet that they can benefit from it!
- Lower the barrier to exploration, evaluation and adoption in the real life (for good 

and for business)

• Collaborations between the several regions, both within Europe and between 
Europe and Africa, would be incredibly fruitful to everyone

• We can only grow TOGETHER!

• We started seeing this type of collaborative “clicks” happening right after the 
panel suggesting that the EMEA time investment was meaningful – inspirational 
and practical.



tinyML YouTube Channel
www.youtube.com/tinyML 255 videos with 121k views , as of July 14, 2021

tinyML EMEA 2021 recordings are 
available since end of June!
(subscribe now for updates):

http://www.youtube.com/tinyML


Join Growing tinyML Communities:

bb

tinyML - Enabling ultra-low Power ML at the Edge
https://www.meetup.com/tinyML-Enabling-ultra-low-Power-ML-at-the-Edge/

The tinyML Community
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13694488/

https://www.meetup.com/tinyML-Enabling-ultra-low-Power-ML-at-the-Edge/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13694488/


Copyright Notice

This multimedia file is copyright © 2021 by tinyML Foundation. 
All rights reserved. It may not be duplicated or distributed in any 
form without prior written approval.

tinyML® is a registered trademark of the tinyML Foundation.

www.tinyml.org



Copyright Notice

This presentation in this publication was presented as a tinyML® Talks webcast. The content reflects the 
opinion of the author(s) and their respective companies. The inclusion of presentations in this 
publication does not constitute an endorsement by tinyML Foundation or the sponsors.

There is no copyright protection claimed by this publication. However, each presentation is the work of 
the authors and their respective companies and may contain copyrighted material. As such, it is strongly 
encouraged that any use reflect proper acknowledgement to the appropriate source. Any questions 
regarding the use of any materials presented should be directed to the author(s) or their companies.

tinyML is a registered trademark of the tinyML Foundation.

www.tinyML.org


